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LCP PLACES 16 OUT OF 21 AT CENTRAL TEXAS CLASSIC
McLaren, Newby, Harrison, Legget, Tolbert and Geiger capture first. 

The LCP wrestling club 
hosted Central Region Classic 
took place this weekend.  The 
club dominated with 16 
wrestlers placing and 6 of the 
club capturing first place.

Among the highlights was a 
slender Cole Newby dropping 
weight to wrestle at the 110 
Pound division.  The re-charged 
Newby went 3-0 to capture first 
place.  

Capturing his long overdue 
first (and second) victory was 
Gabe Lensing.  Lensing will be 
placed on the yet to be 

published,”Newby Diet” as he 
was unable to make weight and 
won both matches as 
“exhibitions.”

Rookie Jack Hood 
competed in the Open D2 115 
pound division.  His one victory 
and two close losses were good 
enough for Second place.

LCP dominated three 
separate divisions going 1st and 
2nd. One two finishes included 
Caden Leggett and Lance Reed 
D3 90, Curtis Harrison and 
Caleb Miller D4 90, and Thomas 
Tolbert and Gage Leggett at D3 

Attention 
Everyone: Flag 

Patrick down at 
practice if you haven’t 

gotten your child’s 
team tee-shirt 

yet. 
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Coach Dale and Lance enjoy fake 
conversation
Lance hopes security intervenes 
shortly
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COACHES/PARENTS MISS JOKE

The price of victory. 
Caden Leggett ices down his 
shoulder after the Championship 
Match against Lance Reed.  
Caden asked that no one place 
this picture on FaceBook. 

80.  Parents of the three second 
place finishers plan to petition 
the state to have these weight 
classes further divided.

Some gut check 
performances turned in by the 
team included Kyle Tibbetts 
beating the perennial champion 
at the D2 65 pound division.  In 
his following match Kyle strained 
his arm and demanded to 
continue.  He later bowed out 
after an injury to his head.  Most 
parties agreed that he was well 
on his way to victory.

Will Spencer came back from 
a rib injury last week to place 3rd 
at the D4 130 Pound division.  
Twice in his Challenge match for 
2nd Will was hit in a place that all 
men agree should only be 
treated nicely. 

Jack Hood locks up

At the first coaches meeting for 
the LCP Wrestling Club, it was 
suggested that the coaches 
compete in the Texas 
Independence Relay.  This is a 200 
miles race goes from Bastrop to 
Houston.  

For whatever reason no one 
understood that the suggestion was  
a joke and now twelve people 
volunteered to compete with others  
agreeing to provide support.  Have 
fun with that.  The participants are:

Jack begins to break his opponent 
down

The take down begins

Up next for the team is the 
Rookie and Open Cotton Bowl in 
Dallas and the Rookie/Novice 
scrimmage at the Bailey Club.

Patrick Reed        
Dale Harrison 
Michelle Harrison  
Tyler McLaughlin
Jennifer McLaughlin
Jon Allison              

CJ Fournier
Desiree Fournier    
Cris Kosnik
Paul Kosnik          
Terry Leggett    
Derrick McLaren
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I have been waiting to see 
these two lock up for over a month 
now and on Saturday I finally got 
my chance.  The match up did not 
disappoint as McLaughlin got an 
escape near the end of regulation 
to send it into overtime.  

These two talented rookies 
have wrestled each other three 
times and each time the match 
was unable to be decided in 
regulation.  The previous two 
matches were won by Jack 
McLaughlin.

     Saturday’s match began with 
each wrestler slowly stalking the 
other but quickly evolved into a 
rapid scoring, back and forth 
match. 
     When the match was 
completed, Bryce McLaren finally 
got over the hump, scoring a take 
down early in overtime.
      Both of these great wrestlers 
will be competing in the Rookie 
Cotton Bowl this week in Dallas.  
Good luck guys keep up the hard 
work!

MCLAUGHLIN-MCLAREN III: YEAH THAT JUST HAPPENED!!!
Match goes to OT,... Again! 

Gabe Lensing wins match that didn’t happen
Lensing had two exhibition wins Saturday.

Upset Victory!
Kyle Tibbetts closes the deal in the first 
period. 
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LCP completed the Central 
Region Classic this weekend.  The 
tournament was huge success for the 
club; financially, logistically and 
competitively.

Setting up the tournament got off 
to a rocky start as parents had to deal 
with one child running around in his 
underwear.  Also, several wrestlers 
that were there to help set up actually 
spent most of the night playing 
incredibly bad basketball. 

After this initial set back the 
tournament began to run smoothly 

and although the final numbers are 
not in yet, the tournament is set to 
raise over $2500 for the club.

According to a mostly honest Dale 
Harrison, LCP President and Central 
Region Director, ”I have worked 
tournaments every Saturday this 
season since Nov. 12th. This was by 
far the smoothest and most efficient 
to date.”

With regard to the competition 
Harrison said, ”In addition to helping 
run the show our wrestlers also kicked 
their fair share of butt today. I didn't 

see all of the matches but what I did 
see looked pretty good! Way to go 
wrestlers.”  Harrison refused to 
comment as to wether or not he 
kisses his mother with that mouth.

See the joy of set up and 
breakdown in the photo essay,”How 
To Fill The Last Three Pages Of A 
Newsletter.”

  

CENTRAL REGION CLASSIC A HUGE SUCCESS
Great job Parents! 

JUMP ROPES STILL AVAILABLE
LCP is still selling custom 

made jump ropes.  Jumping rope 
is a great form of exercise and a 

good way to warm up before a 
match.  

LCP colors / LCP labeling with 
your choice of either blue handles 
with red letters or red handles with 
blue letters.

Made custom fit to height of 
wrestler. A personal measurement 
will be taken at practice.

Get yours today.  Click the 
Events tab at the top and scroll to 
the bottom of the page.  For a 
nominal fee, ropes can be 
personally auto-graphed by Brent 
Geiger.

For more information talk to 
Coach McLaughlin before or after 
practice.

  

GERACCI SIGHTING
Harper Geracci was spotted in San Antonio 

this weekend at a Middle School all-star football 
game standing next to two giant mannequins.

The Great White Buffalo was given several 
free items and called the entire experience 
“Swag-a-riffic.”  

Score free stuff!
Thank you Mr. Adidas! 
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Matt Tolbert is ready!
... as soon as someone shows him how put 
headgear on...

John wanted to weigh-in 
Then spent far too much time streaking 
through the halls and basketball court.

“Bridge Fest 2012!”
Man this is twice as good as Bridge Fest 
2011!

Mat taping...
Lance and John bide there time until the 
tournament completes and they can make a giant 
tape ball.

How to fill 
the last three 

pages of a 
Newsletter?
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Two of these kids are playing a sport.
The other three are playing basketball.

The aftermath of McLaughlin - McLaren
This is not over good sir, I assure you.

One night down.
Set up complete as Lance chucks an air ball 
from the 3-point line.

Saturday afternoon:
Teardown is complete, great tournament 
everyone.
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Planking: This is how it 
all started.

Owling: Popular for 
about one week last 
Summer.

Tebowing: A new way to 
make fun of one guy.

Tabelling: It’s perfect 
the way it is, leave it 
alone Hipster!

THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC PICTURE 
FADS 


